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you cant make a film with such a high level of acting without having the right actors to perform. jha and his team have chosen the right ones. they are exceptional. as such, this is the best hindi movie in the last 10 years, and probably in the last 20 years. the directors story is told in a brilliant way, and his writing is better than any other film i have ever seen. its an emotional roller coaster, and it has the right amount of action sequences. it has the morality and politics that you would expect from a bollywood film. bajapi is the kind of actor who is born to be a
hero. he brings out the best in a role, and simply shines. he is a superb actor, and his performance has the power to break hearts. he is undoubtedly the best actor in the film. and the film also has the kind of energy which comes from its commitment to the character rather than the plot. yet, there is nothing new in the story or the characters. the screenplay is almost bereft of new ideas, and the dialogues are not much better. for a film which has been made with such high ambitions, raajneeti disappoints. i was expecting a lot more than the mediocre, simple

story, the standard dialogues and the predictable and dull climax. anupam kher as the leftist is predictably good. his character is the only one in raajneeti which comes out of its shell and is refreshingly honest. he has a fine rapport with his co-actors, and brings out the best in them. vidya balan is good at a simple role, but her acting is superior. she is truly a commercial actress, and knows what she is doing, and how to do it. it is a good role for her, and her acting is nothing short of brilliant. rajat kapoor is hard to forget, and his character is emotionally
layered. he is outstanding.
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some dialogues would never feature in the film, she adds. she would ask herself: "what dialogues are you trying to communicate. is this one clear enough for the viewers?" and then ask herself: "would the narration be lost if i used these dialogues?" she has to learn the nuances of each character and becomes completely immersed in the character. katrina
says she gets very attached to the characters; when the film ends she has to go away from it. she does not want to live with the character. even when katrina dubbing for prakash jha in raajneetimovie download dubbed in

hindi?http://www.blogger.com/profile/12564911960595445595noreply@blogger.com0tag:blogger.com,1999:blog-7153915541055253406.post-67047909476547743952009-11-04t08:11:00.000-08:002009-11-06t04:12:50.324-08:00raajneeti movie download dubbed in hindi movie download dubbed in hindi full movie downloadhttp://www. as the film
progresses, it begins to reveal who is the real outsider. a husband and wife, who have been estranged from each other for long, are brought back together. they have their own set of fears and assumptions to contend with. they both think that their former friends are the important players in the game. but the terrible fallout from the anguished tragedy of the

marriage is that each of them is alienated from each other. a clash of two very different worldviews leaves a bitter legacy. samar is forced to take on the part of the bourgeoisie. he is required to trust his wife to a certain extent. the urge to prove the truth to samar is best symbolized by katrina who is doubting samar in a series of scenes that are highly
emotional. what is endearing about the performances of the two leads is that their character develop by degrees - first samar, then katrina - rather than being defined at the outset. in fact, there are only a few key moments in the story, such as samar's big revelation, when you realize who the target of the film is. the film is about family politics - the way it is

played out in mumbai. the film has a frighteningly frank take on the lives of the real-life politicians in the film. the politicians who need to be understood more in the real and near-real life are by their nature, perennial. 5ec8ef588b
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